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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
Summer 2018
Dear Mosaic Institute Community:
2017 and the first half of 2018 have been tumultuous, both in Canada and
abroad. This period followed 2016’s trend of increasing social divisiveness,
support for populist movements all over the world, the unfortunate rise of
hate, and increasing gun violence in both the United States and Canada.
The US experienced several crises across a range of chronic social issues.
August 2017 saw the hate-fueled “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville,
Virginia, resulting in violence and ultimately the unfortunate death of a
young woman. The policy DACA - “Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals” – fell into disfavour,
sparking fear of increasing American hostility toward immigrants.
In Canada, we celebrated our 150th birthday, while witnessing some regrettable events. The
Quebec City mosque shooting committed by a man radicalized on the internet killed 6 people,
indicative of rising hatred toward Canada’s Muslim Communities, and further fanning fears of
Canada’s 600% increase in hate speech online since 2016. The Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women inquiry continued this year and it is clear that we as Canadians have a lot more work to do
on the road to reconciliation.
Canada is seeing a serious increase in gun violence and mass shootings. Incidences in Fredericton
and multiple shootings in Toronto have grabbed headlines, highlighting the senseless loss of life.
While there is not a straight line connecting hate speech to gun violence, the intersection of hate
and violence is hard to ignore.
On a positive note, 2017 also represented a year where people, communities and organizations in
Canada and across the world continued to do important work to address a range of social issues.
We at the Mosaic Institute had a productive year and a half, where our range of initiatives and
programming continue to focus on reducing conflict, dismantling prejudice, amplifying the voices
of diverse communities, and empowering young social changemakers to be leaders in their fields.
Some of the notable work we did in the last year and a half includes:
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•

In 2017 we introduced a new flagship platform for dialogue, Mosaic in Conversation,
designed to bring together community leaders to discuss our most pressing social issues.
We inaugurated this platform with “Canada in a Trump World,” where the speakers engaged
each other and the audience in a dialogue about the US presidency. Our second event,
“Truth and Reconciliation: Where Are We Now?” brought together relevant leaders at the
CBC headquarters to discuss Canada’s progress on the TRC’s recommendations.

•

In 2017, we hosted our third Peace Patron Dinner, while also celebrating our 10th
anniversary, honouring Calgary Mayor Naheed Nenshi at the Carlu. In 2018, we honoured
Canadian photographer Edward Burtynsky O.C. at the Globe and Mail Centre. Both were
special evenings where we honoured the Peace Patrons’ commitment and work for our
shared Canadian values.
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•

At our 2017 Peace Patron Dinner, the James P. Muldoon Jr. Bursary was introduced. The
bursary was founded in memory of Advisory Council Member and Vice Chair of Mosaic Jim
Muldoon, by Jim’s wife Reeta Roy, to honour Jim’s legacy. Jim was deeply passionate about
creating opportunity for youth. Daryna Kutsyna, a fourth-year student at the time at UofT,
was awarded the inaugural bursary. In 2018, the Muldoon-Mosaic Bursary, was awarded to
first-year student Michelle Cobblah of York University. Our deep thanks to Reeta, and family
and friends, for funding the bursary.

•

Our UofMosaic Fellowship program for the 2017-2018 academic year supported 18 Fellows
from 7 Canadian campuses. Fellows were brought to Toronto from across the country to
participate in a series of professional development workshops. They then developed and ran
their own national social action campaign on their respective campuses, the18 Questions
(18Qs). The 18Qs made their general public debut at the Walrus Talks in June in front of
over 150 people. The 18Qs is a social exercise designed to break down barriers between
different people and encourage mutual understanding.

•

Our Next Generation high-school program was hosted in Toronto by Marc Garneau
Collegiate Institute and Dr. Norman Bethune Collegiate Institute, where over 250 students
participated the program. Next Generation provides an opportunity for students to engage
with challenging concepts such as identity, citizenship, discrimination and racism while also
empowering them to be social actors in their school and community.

•

In celebration of Ontario 150 and funded by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and Sport, The
Mosaic Stories brought together young people from the Armenian, Jewish, Indigenous,
Roma and Rwandan diasporas for the first time to tell their stories of intergenerational
trauma and genocide in a text, video, and photo exhibit experience.

As the Mosaic Institute continues its programming initiatives, we extend our deep gratitude to all
those who are part of The Mosaic Family who support us:
•

Our Board of Directors, Advisory Council and our volunteers for their commitment

•

RBC for their support of the Next Generation Program and BMO Financial Group and the
Ministry of Canadian Heritage for their support of our UofMosaic Fellowship Program

•

Our staff, students, and interns who work tirelessly to uphold our vision and work

•

The partners and collaborators who work with us on our programs, research and initiatives

•

The donors who financially support us; your generosity is vital to the impact of our work

Thank you all for being a part of The Mosaic family.

Vahan Kololian
Chairman and Co-Founder
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PERSONNEL UPDATE
Bernie M. Farber Retires
The Mosaic Institute announced the
retirement of Bernie Farber in September of
2017. “Bernie has brought his dynamism and
understanding of diverse communities
together to the Mosaic Institute during his
tenure as Executive Director,” said Vahan
Kololian Chair of the Board.
Bernie has had a long and successful career,
starting as a social worker in Ottawa, and
moving into leadership roles of various human
and civil rights organizations. He joined the
Mosaic team in 2015 where he helped guide
the organization and raise its profile. His
considerable expertise was instrumental in
helping to engage Canada’s diverse
communities within the Mosaic family.
Under his tenure Mosaic continued its seminal
work on university campuses through its
UofMosaic program funded by BMO as well
as its award-winning Next Generation High
School program funded through the RBC
Foundation.
During his two-year tenure, Bernie
established our flagship “Mosaic in
Conversation” public event series and
expanded our annual Peace Patron Dinner to
new levels of success and notoriety.
Team Changes
After taking over as Executive Director in the
Fall of 2017, Pamela Divinsky resigned from
the Institute in July of this year to pursue
other charitable and business interests.
Pamela initiated several new creative
programs during her tenure, which the team
at Mosaic is building on.
While the Mosaic Institute commences a
search to find a new Executive Director,
Chairman Vahan Kololian will serve as Interim
Executive Director.
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We bade farewell to Rachel Mansell, who
served Mosaic in many capacities, most
recently as its Operations Manager. Rachel
made many tangible contributions to
Mosaic’s research, programs and
operations—we thank her for the years of
work and wish her best of luck on her future
endeavours. In light of Rachel’s departure, we
welcomed Akshay Sharma on board as a
Director of Operations. Akshay interned with
Mosaic in the summer of 2016, and we are
thrilled to have him return in support of our
operations and research.
We also welcomed Pallak Arora as our
Program Director for our Mosaic Stories and
UofMosaic programs, who will bring these
programs to new and exciting directions.
Our Next Generation Program bid farewell to
Gina Csanyi-Robah and Shirin Haghgou and
welcomed Caitlin MacDonald as Program
Director. We wish Gina well and Shirin the
best of luck as she pursues her PhD. We are
very excited to see Caitlin continue the
program’s success for 2018-2019 year.
The Mosaic Institute also welcomed summer
interns over the past year a half. In 2017,
Master of Global Affairs Intern Widya Fitri
joined us, as did summer students Khurram
Shamim and Harman Dosanjh. This year,
Siddharta Sengupta joined us as a summer
student, and will stay with us as a part-time
Research Analyst. We thank them for all their
contributions to Mosaic’s research and
programs.
Our thanks to the Munk School of Global
Affairs and the Canada Summer Jobs
program under the Ministry of Employment
and Social Development for our partnership
in supporting our summer internship
programs.
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NEXT GENERATION
With support from RBC,
the Mosaic Institute’s
Next
Generation
program continues to
deliver
meaningful
programing
for
Canadian high school students. The Next
Generation Program helps students engage
with the challenging concepts of identity,
prejudice, discrimination, belonging and
citizenship. Through a series of 5 workshop
days over their school term, participating
students are provided with a safe space to
explore their own identities and biases, learn
about the histories and cultures of others, and
to feel confident in their ability to create social
change. The Next Generation curriculum also
helps students to examine their relationship
with Canada’s Indigenous peoples and
inspires them to activate their Canadian and
global citizenship.
From January to June 2017, Next Generation
was delivered as an integrated curriculum for
115 students of predominantly Afghani,
Indian, Pakistani, and Somali background in
grades 9 to 12 at Marc Garneau Collegiate.
From October to December 2017, Dr. Norman
Bethune Collegiate Institute was host to the
Next Generation Program. More than 135
students in grades 11 and 12 participated. The
vast majority of the students (88%) were first
and/or second-generation Canadians from a
Chinese background.
In line with the Mosaic Institute’s actionoriented philosophy, all our young participants
are encouraged to put their learning into
action. At Marc Garneau students completed

six (6) Community Service Projects in support
of Turtle House, Art / Play Centre for Refugee
Children and their Families. Students at Dr.
Norman Bethune conducted five (5) Social
Action Projects on topics related to prejudice
and discrimination including: the prevalence of
poverty, challenges faced by transgender
students and the impact of discrimination on
mental health.

Next Generation Youth Summit at Dr. Norman
Bethune C.I.

Over the course of the program, we conducted
surveys with the students to measure impact.
Some of the key learnings from the pre and
post survey data included:
•

•

•
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48% increase in students feeling like
they can “have close personal
friendships with people from ethnic,
racial, or cultural communities other
than my own.”
79% increase in students feeling like
they “have the ability to challenge
unfairness and injustice, such as
poverty and discrimination”.
86% of students agreed that Canada’s
diversity makes it the best country to
live and work in.
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UNIVERSITYOFMOSAIC NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
With support from the
Bank of Montreal Financial
Group and the Ministry of
Canadian Heritage, the
UofMosaic
National
Fellowship program is our peer-to-peer
leadership program for university students
across Canada. UofMosaic identifies and
invests in student leaders who have a
demonstrated commitment to diversity and
equity. These student leaders become
UofMosaic Fellows who work together as a
group to address discrimination on their
campuses and their communities.

weekend in March 2018. Fellows across
Canada worked together over the subsequent
months to plan a national social campaign to
dismantle prejudice. Inspired by the New York
Times’ 36 ‘Questions to Fall in Love’, fellows
created 18 Questions to ask a stranger and get
them to know beyond their visual categories.
The aim of the activity is to dismantle prejudice
on campuses and communities at large.
Fellows held the first three iterations of the
events in three cities: Toronto, Montreal and
Vancouver. Over 200 students participated in
the events and had the opportunity to relearn
the
enjoyment
in
having
“real-life”
conversations (as opposed to online) and
challenging their prejudgments.

18Qs Event at Concordia University, Montreal and
Hart House University of Toronto in March, 2018

In the 2017/2018 cohort, we accepted 18
UofMosaic Fellows at seven (7) university
campuses including University of Toronto, St.
George Campus and the Mississauga Campus,
York University, McGill University, Concordia
University, University of British Columbia and
University of Guelph. Fellows convened in
Toronto twice, firstly in October 2017 for a
weekend of Leadership and Professional
Development training, and then for a debrief
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18Qs Event at Concordia University, Montreal and
Hart House University of Toronto in March, 2018

The 18Qs was launched by The Mosaic
Institute at the Walrus Live on June 14th, 2018
and was met with outstanding remarks and
feedback. In addition, the Canadian Race
Relations Foundation will feature the 18Qs in
their Best Practices Reader for anti-racism
initiatives.
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THE MOSAIC STORIES
With the support
from Ontario 150,
in
2017
The
Mosaic Institute
brought together
young
people
from the Armenian, Jewish, Roma, Rwandan
and Indigenous communities for the first time
to develop a powerful platform for storytelling.
The objective of our Mosaic Stories program
was to engage young people with familial or
personal connections to genocide, including
Indigenous youth. We cultivated a cadre of
young leaders from various communities in
Canada committed to practicing and
promoting inclusive social habits and attitudes
in the hope of disseminating their stories to as
wide an audience as possible.
These young people shared their stories of
intergenerational trauma and genocide in an
exhibit experience on December 17th, 2017 at
the Design Exchange to an audience of over
100 people.
Gathering stories of genocide survivors and
their friends and family is inherently powerful,
but in our initial conversations with our
storytellers (also our Steering Committee) they
wanted something more. While they were
interested in sharing their stories they really
wanted their personal histories to have an
impact. They wanted people to not only know
the stories, but to feel them, as this is the first
important step to ensure that we do not repeat
the histories of atrocity and genocide.
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Based on the storyteller’s recommendations,
we shifted our approach from a monologue to
a more experiential storytelling approach
using text, photos, videos and spoken word.
We held one large social action event that
would invite the public to engage with the
stories in a more personal and stimulating way.
The event was a major success and the
feedback on the initiative has been very
positive—both from our storytellers and their
audiences. The Mosaic Institute intends to
expand Mosaic Stories in the future, with the
hope of bringing in new storytellers to our
family. It is our intention to develop a library of
Mosaic Stories originating from as many
diverse communities as possible.
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MOSAIC IN CONVERSATION
The last year and a half has seen The Mosaic
Institute inaugurate a new, exciting public
platform for civil dialogue and discussion on
our most pertinent social issues: Mosaic in
Conversation; a civil dialogue forum that
provides insight and deeper understanding on
social issues or challenges that we face here at
home or abroad. Mosaic in Conversation seeks
to build bridges of understanding across
public viewpoints and divides on challenging
social topics.

Canadian soil. Reported incidences of hate
crimes in Canada have increased since the US
election results. The event emphasized the
longstanding systemic problems that we have
in Canada, but it also acknowledged and
heralded the many individuals and groups who
strive to work together to combat these issues
and hold our national and global leaders
accountable for their actions
Truth and Reconciliation: Where Are We Now?

Canada in a Trump World

On January 18th, the Mosaic Institute brought
communities together for a discussion, two
days before Trump’s inauguration. The
community event, “Canada in a Trump
World,” was part of our Mosaic in
Conversation series, a dialogue forum that
invites guests to openly share their
perspectives about issues that affect their
communities. At this event, moderated by
Warren Kinsella, the four panellists, Mosaic
Institute’s Executive Director Bernie M. Farber,
author and activist Desmond Cole, National
Council of Canadian Muslims Executive
Director
Ihsaan
Gardee,
Chair
of
JSpaceCanada Dr Karen Mock, and 250
attendees came together to respectfully
discuss Canada’s relevance to the new
presidency in the United States, and vice versa.
While the panellists spoke about the
implications of a Trump administration, much
of the conversation urged attendees to reflect
on the human rights violations that occur on
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Truth & Reconciliation: Where are We Now?
was a sold-out public dialogue held by the
Mosaic Institute and sponsored by the CBC.
The purpose of the event was a check-in on
how Canada has fared since the TRC’s final
report and recommendations was released in
December 2015.
The evening featured the Hon. Senator Murray
Sinclair (former chair of the TRC), Phil Fontaine,
(former National Chief of the Assembly of First
Nations), and Dr. Dawn Harvard (President of
the Ontario Native Women’s Association).
Connie Walker, CBC’s lead indigenous
investigative journalist, moderated the event.
Over the first half of the evening, speakers
made a presentation on the topic. The latter
half of the event opened the conversation to
the audience with a Question and Answer
period. The event was livestreamed on the
Mosaic Institute’s Facebook page. The live
audience consisted of a broad range of
attendees many of whom are passionately
engaged in the issue.
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PEACE PATRON DINNER
Every year, the Mosaic Institute honours an
inspirational and exceptional Canadian whose
work reflects our vision and the values. 2017
and 2018 were no exception:

speech by emphasizing that openness,
diversity, compassion and tolerance are the
pillars of unity and strength, not weakness.

2017 Peace Patron Dinner

2018 Peace Patron Dinner

On May 29th, 2017, we recognized the
outstanding work that His Worship Naheed
Nenshi, Mayor of Calgary, has done to
promote peace, reconciliation and mutual
understanding across communities in Canada.
This year’s Peace Patron Dinner was
particularly special due to our celebration of
the Mosaic Institute’s 10th anniversary. The
dinner was another sold-out evening at The
Carlu with over 450 guests in attendance. The
dinner concluded with a characteristically
eloquent speech by Mayor Nenshi, where he
appealed to the inner humanity and heart of
every guest with his emphasis on the universal
nature of kindness. The mayor ended his

On May 30th, 2018, we honoured Canadian
photographer Edward Burtynsky O.C. Hosted
at the Globe and Mail Centre in Toronto with
over 300 people in attendance, it was our most
successful Peace Patron Dinner so far.
Honouring Mr. Burtynsky brought to light a
unique perspective on Mosaic’s vision and
values.
His
speech,
and
his
work
photographing manufactured landscapes,
communicated the message that we should be
treating our human environment in the same
way that we should be treating our natural
environment, with a respect for diversity. In
other words, we must see the world differently
if we are to be positive agents of change.
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MULDOON-MOSAIC BURSARY
2018

2017

Our bursary was established in 2017, in
memory of the former Vice Chair of the Mosaic
Institute’s Board of Directors, James P.
Muldoon Jr. Jim’s wife, Reeta Roy is President
of Mastercard Foundation and an Advisory
Council Member of the Institute. Jim and
Reeta have dedicated this bursary to making
the world a more harmonious and just place for
young people.
We were proud to announce Daryna Kutsyna
as the inaugural recipient of the James P.
Muldoon Jr. Bursary Award, presented at the
2017
Peace
Patron
Dinner.
Daryna
recently completed her Honours B.A. at the
University of Toronto in international relations
and history and is now a J.D. candidate at the
University of Toronto’s Faculty of Law. Daryna
is passionate about gender equity in politics,
and is involved with Equal Voice, an
organization dedicated to electing more
women at all levels of Canadian politics.
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The Mosaic Institute was pleased to announce
Michelle Cobblah as the recipient of the 2018
Muldoon-Mosaic Bursary Award.
Michelle is an outstanding student in her firstyear of Business and Society studies at York
University. Growing up in her native Ghana,
she witnessed the injustice of a female cousin
who was not afforded the same access to
education as her male cousins. In response,
she founded a small NGO to champion the
right to education for girls. Michelle is
particularly interested in exploring how large
extraction corporations in Africa underplay
their negative impacts on the environment and
communities through Corporate Social
Responsibility.
Michelle is an extremely passionate and
motivated young person committed to
ensuring respect for humanity and empathy for
all people. While all the bursary applicants
were exceptional, the committee selected
Michelle for her outstanding humanity,
authenticity,
and
her
personal
and
emotional investment to bring forth a better
world.
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HIGHLIGHTS
bridges that bring our diverse communities
together. To date, we have released three
seasonal iterations of the Sylloge.

The Niqab in Canada: Now What?

On November 27th, 2017, The Mosaic
Institute co-hosted and participated in a
panel and public discussion on the
controversy surrounding the niqab. It has
been called oppressive, ultra-religious, a
barrier, even a threat to public safety. No one
is indifferent about the niqab. Regardless,
niqab-wearing women are in Canada – and
they have rights. The panel participants
conducted a fruitful conversation on the
nuances of these controversies and revealed
some very keen insights. Some of the
panelists included:
•
•
•
•

Understanding Palestinian and Jewish
Narratives: Transcending Bias and Dogma
On April 30th 2018, we collaborated with Raja
Khouri Conversations to co-host a public
conversation on the dynamics of Jewish and
Palestinian communities. These two
communities remain deeply divided by
competing narratives, opposing views,
negatives stereotypes, profound prejudices,
and complicated histories. Will this ever
change? This was a conversation we had with
two young people: Zena and Savyon, two 17year-old Israeli girls, one Palestinian, the other
Jewish. They told us their stories, before and
after they managed to make their way out of
their bubbles, thanks to an innovative
program called Heart-to-Heart that brought
them to summer camp together in Canada. In
addition to Zena and Savyon, Raja Khouri and
Israel-Palestine expert Mira Sucharov
participated.

Aima Warriach, Ryerson student
Faisal Bhabha, Associate professor,
Osgoode Hall law School
Huda Bukhari, EC, The Arab
Community Centre of Toronto
Alia Hogben, ED, Canadian Council of
Muslim Women

Our special thanks to Raja Khouri
Conversations for collaborating on this event.
The Mosaic Institute Difference Sylloge
The Institute debuted its “Difference Sylloge”
during the 2017 holiday season. The Sylloge
is a seasonal compendium of unique places to
visit, food to eat, movies to watch and books
to read. As a part of our vision to reveal ways
in which our differences are our assets that
are the source of creativity and unity, the
Sylloge exemplifies all the ways in which our
differences contribute to our society as
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3rd Annual Youth Radicalization Summit
In May 2018, The Mosaic Institute cooperated
with Midaynta Community Services to organize
the 3rd Annual Conference on “Youth
Resiliency: Hate, Racism and Radicalization,”
and participated on panel discussing
radicalization’s relationship with racism. This
conference brought together multiple
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concerned stakeholders to address youth
radicalization in light of new and emerging
issues. This year’s approach to the conference
had been geared towards youth involvement
in the community, as it was a youth-led
conference. It tackled the components of hate,
racism and resilience and examined how it
relates to youth radicalization. The major
themes of the conference were racism,
discrimination, xenophobia, hate, prejudice
and resilience. The official report for the
conference will be out later this year.

Our op-ed and stance were picked up by over
70 news outlets and have been published on
notable media outlets such as the The Hill
Times and Huffington Post Canada. The
Mosaic Institute will continue to engage the
community and government to implement
changes in the laws to curb gun violence in
Canada.

Let’s Eradicate Gun Violence
In August 2018, The Mosaic Institute felt a
strong urge to speak up about gun violence.
We commenced a push for stronger control in
Canada, given the troubling rise in gun
violence. The initiative, ‘Let’s Eradicate Gun
Violence,’ began with a policy paper, op-ed
and a public relations campaign to encourage
all relevant stakeholders and the Canadian
government to take a hard stance and stricter
legislative approach to gun control. Among
other things, the paper’s research revealed
some crucial insights on the sharp uptick in gun
violence in Canada and how other countries
have been successful in curbing such issues. In
particular, our work highlights Australia’s
change in its laws in 1997, which led to
significant reductions in gun-related deaths.
As a result, the paper encourages Canadians
and the federal government to take a stronger
line on possession of guns, recommending the
following:
1. Criminalize possession of all guns (with
the exception of police, military,
hunters and gun clubs).
2. Set aside a fund to buy back weapons.
3. Ratify the United Nations Protocol on
Firearms Control, which is in an
international framework for States to
“control and regulate illicit arms and
arms flows, and prevent their diversion
into the illegal circuit...” (UNODC).
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FILM SCREENINGS
Things Arab Men Say

Palestinian conflict is proposed: a soccer
match. The winner gets to stay and the loser
leaves the country. Organizing the highstakes match is not without its own
complications: Where will the match be held?
Who will the referees be? Can Arab-Israelis
play on the Israeli soccer team?
Intent to Destroy

On June 15th 2017, we partnered with Raja
Khouri to screen Things Arab Men Say at the
AGO. In response to the vilification of the Arab
community by influential voices in the public
realm, it is a short documentary that paints a
very different picture of this multi-faceted
group. Join Jay, Ghassan, and their friends as
they gather at Jamal’s Eden Barber Shop for a
haircut, a shave, and a lively discussion on
politics, religion and identity. At times serious,
but laced with deft humour, the film follows the
group as they debate the issues at hand and
express often-surprising views that bring us
closer to changing the narrative surrounding
their community.
The 90 Minute War

On April 22, 2018, in conjunction with Hot
Docs Cinema and the Zoryan Institute, we
screened the documentary film Intent to
Destroy directed by Joe Berlinger. The
documentary covers the silencing of efforts to
raise the truth about the Armenian genocide.
The film covers this topic through making of
Hollywood film The Promise, which is a
dramatic re-telling of the Armenian genocide.
After the film, a panel discussion moderated
by Vahan Kololian and with panelists Kizito
Musabimana, Dr. Clint Curle, and Atom
Egoyan, explored how genocide has affected
other diaspora communities in Canada.

On May 8th and 10th, 2017, we collaborated
with the Jewish Film Festival to co-host
screenings of comedy The 90 Minute War:
After 70 years of failed attempts to secure
peace, a hilarious solution to the Israeli-
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FUNDRAISING SNAPSHOT
2017 and 2018 continued to be busy and
active as the fundraising program continued its
path of steady revenue growth. In 2017,
fundraising revenues increased by 10%,
donations by 49%, and program grants by
38%. 2018 was our most successful fundraising
period to date, with revenues of $347,162 at
the end of June. The Mosaic Institute now has
a grand total of 763 donors, up from 660 from
the last reporting period.

In response to feedback from the communities
we work with, and in the spirit of Mosaic’s longstanding focus on dialogue as a meaningful
platform for the respectful exchange of
different perspectives, 2017 began with the
launch of our public dialogue series, Mosaic in
Conversation: Live (see page 9 for details). The
conversations, “Canada in a Trump World”
(Jan. 2017) and “Reconciliation: Where are We
Now?” (Mar. 2017) were both sold-out public
events. Mosaic in Conversation successfully
raised funds, convened leading experts, and
garnered significant traditional and online
media profiles while providing expert
comments to media across the country to
advance public discourse on these issues. Our
thanks to all of our guest speakers for taking
the time to share their expertise with us, the
CBC for sponsoring the Reconciliation
conversation, our volunteers in helping to
deliver the events, the over 500 guests who
participated.
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Since June 2017, with the exception of
program updates, fundraising has overseen
the website, email list-serve and social media
portals. The integration of fundraising and
communications has helped to strengthen our
online fundraising outreach capacity for
marketing enabling donors to seamlessly
process their payments directly online.
Throughout 2017 and 2018, we also launched
the Muldoon-Mosaic Bursary, our tribute to
James P. Muldoon Jr., the former Vice-Chair
and Chair of the Development Committee of
the Mosaic Institute (see page 11 for details).
Reaching out to students studying at one of
the nine campuses where our UofMosaic
Fellowship
operates,
we
encouraged
undergraduates across the country to apply by
demonstrating their appreciation of our
differences. We thank Jims’ wife, Reeta Roy, an
Advisory Council member and a Cabinet
Donor of the Institute and their family and
friends for honouring Jim in creating the
Bursary Fund. We appreciate the enthusiasm
from all of the student applicants, and the
Bursary Committee for interviewing the shortlisted candidates and selecting the awardee.

From Dec 2017 through 2018, much work was
dedicated to researching and outreaching to
corporations. This work involved the research
of over 140 corporations in Canada across
industry sectors that value diversity. We will
continue to reach out to the corporate sector
because we believe that inclusion is no longer
a moral choice, it is a business case, and we
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need to work together to achieve the promise
of prosperity for all.

the Mosaic Institute, and for making the event
so successful and special each year.

In early 2017, we applied for and was
approved for a grant of $120,000 over twoyears from the Ministry of Canadian Heritage
for supplemental funding of the UofMosaic
National Fellowship program. This brings the
funding for the program to over $185,000 a
year from 2018-2019.

Our sincere appreciation to the RBC
Foundation for their funding of the Next
Generation High School Program, and BMO
Financial Group and the Canadian Heritage for
their support of the UofMosaic National
Fellowship Program.
Be a part of Canada’s Mosaic and invest in our
future today: mosaicinstitute.ca

In May of 2017 and 2018, we held our third and
fourth annual Peace Patron Dinner. The Peace
Patron Evening is the Mosaic Institute’s annual
signature fundraising event. The event has
established itself as a much-anticipated
evening that brings different people together
(see page 10 for details) in honouring an
exemplary Canadian and celebrating Canada
and our differences. 2018 was our most
successful fundraising evening to date raising
record revenues to support the operations of
the Institute. Our deepest thanks to our Dinner
Committee for their countless hours of work
and dedication, and to our Board and Advisory
Council members for their oversight, outreach
and support of the event. Our appreciation to
Mayor Nenshi and the 23 young Mosaic
Alumni who joined with us to celebrate our 10th
anniversary in 2017, and Edward Burtynsky
O.C. and the Globe and Mail for their media
sponsorship of the 2018 event. Our
appreciation for all the staff and volunteers in
helping to deliver the evening, and our most
sincere thanks to all our guests for investing in
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OUR LEADERSHIP DONORS
MOSAIC CABINET

MOSAIC AMBASSADORS

MOSAIC PARTNERS

An exemplary group of
ambassadors highly
invested in dismantling
prejudice and
prejudgment.

Exceptional investors who dedicate an
annual gift of $10,000 or more.

Standing shoulder-to-shoulder with the institute
through a gift of $5,000 to $9,999.

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Decision Point Research
Simon and Isabelle Fish
Harvey and Susan Griggs
Imperial Capital
Stephen Duff Lister & Dr Margaret Rundle
Walt Macnee
McCarthy Tetrault LLP
Kenneth Morell and Juliette Chow
Gary and Donna Slaight
Sun Life Assurance of Canada

Michael Adams
Mohammad & Najla Al Zaibak
Bennett Jones LLP
Michael and Joan Butler
Debra and Barry Campbell
Canadian Pacific Railway Company
The Hon Baljit and Roshi Chadha
Drs Michael and Amira Dan
Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP
Ragunath Davloor
Denton’s Canada LLP
Gary and Martin Goldberg
Blake and Belinda Goldring
Goodmans LLP
Hal Jackman Foundation

Cabinet members
contribute a minimum
annual gift of $25,000.
Vahan and Susie Kololian
Rudy and Jennifer Fronk
Reeta Roy
Bertov Capital Corp
Seabridge Gold

MOSAIC BUILDERS

Reinforcing the foundations of our
efforts through a gift of $2,500 to
$4,999.
Tom Bradley
Helena Gottschling
Anthony R. Graham
Earle O’Born
Keith Harradence and Susan Ormiston
Tim and Frances Price
Nairy Shahinian
Sharaf Sharafeldin
Harold and Carole Tanenbaum
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Richard and Donna Ivey
Mike Keilhauer
Donald C. Lang
Lenczner Slaght Royce Smith Griffin LLP
McMillan LLP
The Rt. Hon. Paul Martin
Michael MacMillan and Cathy Spoel
Jim Meekison and Carolyn Keystone
Norton Rose Fulbright LLP
Randall Oliphant
Ryerson University
Edward and Marla Schwartz
S.M. Blair Foundation
Dundee and Patricia Staunton
Stikeman Elliott LLP
York University & Osgoode Law School

MOSAIC CHAMPIONS

Helping to create opportunities
through a gift of $1,000 to $2,499.
Paul and Leah Atkinson
Clair Balfour and Marci MacDonald
Sarb Basra
Shiraz Bharmal
Blakes Cassels Graydon LLP
David Bruce
Mitchell Cohen
Joe Desloges
Sarah Dinnick
Nancy Down
Jesse and Marisa Gill
Greg and Susan Guichon
Aaron Goldstein

Wael Haddara
The Jackman Foundation
Steve Kaszas
Bill and Susan Kidd
Phillip Kosoy
Ron Lalonde and Jane Humphreys
Steve MacLaren
Margaret MacMillan
Bridget & Earl McDaniel
McMillan LLP
Al Meghji
Kelly Meighen
Alain Mielnicki
Miller Thomson LLP
Liza and Fred Murrell
Jane Nixon

Gilles and Julia Ouellette
Thomas Pladsen and Wanda Ho
Greg and Lena Sarkissian
Yusra Siddiquee
Tracy Simpson
Glenn Smith
Gordon Sproule and Virginia Griffin
Jim and Louise Temerty
David Toyne
Kathleen Vesely
David Walsh
Sean Weir
Bill Young
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2017 FINANCIAL REPORT
Statement of Financial Position
Year ending December 31, 2017
2017
$
Assets
Current
Cash
358,856
Accounts
7,042
Receivable
HST Recoverable
13,835
Prepaid Expenses
Short Term
30,797
Investments
Total Current
410,530
Assets
Capital Assets
14,618
TOTAL ASSETS
425,148
Liabilities & Fund Balances
Current
Accounts Payable
35,582
and accrued
liabilities
Government
8,597
Remittances
Payable
Total Current
Liabilities
Fund Balances
Restricted Funds
Unrestricted Funds
Total Fund Balances
TOTAL LIABILITIES
& FUND
BALANCES

2016
$

159,528
9,619
7,667
1,955
-

Statement of Revenue and Expenses
Year ending December 31, 2017
2017
$
Revenue
Donations
368,858
Fundraising
327,139
Grants
439,485

248,261
296,552
321,660

Investment Income
Contract Revenue
TOTAL REVENUE

42,838
5,321
1,199,381

4,115
870,588

Expenses
Operations
Salaries
Contract Expenses
Rent

331,260
47,988
44,625

353,936
43,708

Administration
(office, marketing)
Special Events

102,681

81,329

25,897

64,248

Total Operating
Expenses
Projects
UofMosaic
Intra-Jewish
Dialogue
Next Generation
Research

552,451

543,221

59,914
7,460

139,390
312

185,105
6,554

228,621
4,115

2,500
76,278

1,231

5,000
897,530
301,851

15,941
932,831
(62,243)

178,769
5,220
183,989

94,771
10,100

44,179

104,871

30,877
350,092

44,291
34,827

380,969
425,148

79,118
183,989

Bursary
Mosaic/Survivor
Stories
Other
TOTAL EXPENSES
Excess (deficiency)
of revenue over
expenses
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2016
$
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2018 FINANCIAL REPORT
Statement of Financial Position

Statement of Revenue and Expenses

June 30, 2018

June 30, 2018
June 30, 2018 December 31 2017
Unaudited
Audited
$
$

Assets
Assets: Current
Cash
Accounts Receivable (Note 1)

284,798
-

358,856
7,042

HST Recoverable

31,582

13,835

Short term investments

41,624

30,797

358,004

410,530

181,025

14,618

539,029

425,148

Current Liabilities

35,967

35,582

Governement remittance

11,442

8,597

40,455
451,165

30,877
350,092

539,029

425,148

0.5200

0.1800

Capital Assets (Note 2)

Revenue
Donations
Fundraising
Investments
Contract Revenue
Ministry of Heritage Funding (U of M)

TOTAL REVENUE

$

$

73,550
347,162
26,539

808,693
327,139
42,838
20,711

84,347

531,598

1,199,381

154,360

331,260

20,228

44,625

Operations

Restricted Funds
Unrestricted Funds

-

Salaries
Rent
Administration
(office, marketing)
Special Events
Projects
UofMosaic
Survivor Stories
Intra-Jewish
Dialogue
Next Generation
SM Blair Foundation
James P Muldoon
Bursary
SHRCC Research
Other
TOTAL EXPENSES
Excess (deficiency)
of revenue over
expenses

Note 1. Accounts Receivable amount from 2017 for contractor expenses, paid off.
Note 2. Leasehold improvement for new office $163,000
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Jan 2017-Dec 2017

Expenses

Liabilities & Fund Balances

control check

Jan 2018-Jun 2018

control check

36,995

106,057

110,075
321,658

70,509
552,451

47,354
21

59,914
76,278

776

7,460

46,622
-

185,105
5,000

402

2,486

4,115

8,836

99,289
420,947

345,079
897,530

110,651

301,851

-

-
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